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Abstract 

 
We propose a framework for efficient storing and 

scalable browsing of surveillance video based on video 
synopsis. Our framework employs a novel synopsis analysis 
scheme named Detail-based video synopsis to generate a 
set of object flags to store and browse surveillance video 
synopsis. The main contributions of our work are: 1) 
highlighting important contents of surveillance video; 2) 
improving the storage efficiency of original video and 
synopsis video; 3) realizing multi-scale scalable browsing 
of synopsis video while reserving essential information. 
The experiments of implementing the framework are shown 
compared with the previous independent storage method of 
original video and synopsis video. 

1. Introduction 
With the improvement of storage capacity, network 

bandwidth and terminals’ processing ability, digital video 
surveillance has become a significant application in the 
recent years. However, surveillance video often needs great 
storage space and costs much time for users to browse and 
retrieve. Therefore, techniques trying to solve such pro-
blems have become hot issues in related fields. 

In the field of surveillance video browsing, video 
abstraction technique, expected to be the key technology 
emancipating people from intensive and tedious browsing 
work, has received more and more attention in recent years. 
By analyzing and processing surveillance video, a short 
video abstraction would be generated with the most 
informative contents of original video. There are two kinds 
of techniques in video abstraction [1], namely key frame 
extraction and video skimming. The former is also called 
still-image abstract, selecting a series of representative 
frames from original video into a set, which helps to search 
and retrieve videos conveniently when combined with 
still-image retrieval[2][3]. Therefore, time can be effect-
tively saved to browse and retrieve surveillance video 
[4][7], though it loses some original information in videos. 
The latter [5][6], also called moving-image abstract, 
extracts video segments from the original video to obtain a 
shorter video, which is more coherent and expressive 
compared with those derived from the former technique. If 
unable to display different periods of a surveillance video 
simultaneously, it is likely to spend large amounts of time 

browsing and retrieving those video segments with mere 
information. As an improved technique for video 
abstraction, video synopsis [8] can make the video 
abstractions shorter than the original ones and preserve the 
basic contents of original video by displaying the moving 
objects from different periods simultaneously. Further, in 
order to adapt to the needs of real-time processing and fast 
browsing of surveillance video, Y.Pritch et al. put forward 
online process framework of video synopsis [9][10]. By 
real-time video analysis, they extract moving object tubes 
and store them into database, and then generate the 
favorable synopsis video for users. Although it improves 
generation speed of synopsis video, this method increases 
the storage burden and operation cost of the whole system. 
Meanwhile, Yildiz et al. presented a real-time system for 
the video synopsis by employing the dynamic 
programming to find a minimum energy path over the 
energy image [11]. Besides, to improve the efficiency of 
browsing and retrieving surveillance video, [16] proposes 
improving video synopsis with prior clustering of activities, 
and displaying together only similar activities. However, 
these methods do not highlight the important contents of 
surveillance video, thus lowering the efficiency of 
surveillance video searching and browsing. 

In the field of surveillance video storage, many scholars 
are devoted to improve the storage efficiency and increase 
the adaptability of video bitstreams. Considering relatively 
fixed background of surveillance video, [12] designed a 
background sprite image containing all the background 
information of a certain sequence, and proposed a coding 
module by introducing the background frame as reference 
in the coding process to the current H.264/AVC coding 
framework. In surveillance video oriented PTZ cameras, 
[13] predicted the motion parameters of PTZ camera and 
chose one reference background frame from the prediction 
generated by multi-models. To emphasize moving objects 
in surveillance video coding, [14] used background 
modeling, object detecting and tracking, foreground and 
background segmentation and some other techniques to 
separate objects in videos, and therefore by applying 
object-based coding to surveillance video, further 
information redundancy can be reduced in video coding.  In 
order to adapt to different terminal devices and users’ 
demands, scalable video coding technology oriented se-
curity and surveillance has received increasing attention 
from both the academia and industry [15]. By using layer 
prediction technology, the scalable video coding system 
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adapts to various display resolutions, which supports the 
temporal scalability, spatial scalability and quality 
scalability of surveillance video. However, the scalable 
coding techniques above only solve the problem of fr-
ame-based browsing of temporal scalability, spatial scala-
bility and quality scalability, failing to achieve high 
efficient storage of original video and synopsis video and 
spatial-temporal mixed scalable browsing for moving 
objects appearing at different times and different locations. 

 In order to highlight video contents hierarchically and 
improve storage efficiency, this paper presents a 
Detail-based scalable video synopsis framework and the 
corresponding solution to storing and browsing of 
surveillance video. Our work involves two steps. Firstly, 
considering the different importance of details, we improve 
the generation method of video synopsis in [8]. Secondly, 
we design an application framework for video coding, 
storing and browsing based on video synopsis. This new 
system-level solution not only achieves a significant 
improvement of storage efficiency but also transforms the 
browsing patterns of surveillance video, which provides a 
better scheme for surveillance video coding, storing and 
browsing. 

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec.2 we describe a 
Detail-based video synopsis algorithm; in Sec.3 we focus 
on storing and browsing of synopsis video based on object 
flags; in Sec.4 we present the experimental results and the 
related analyses; the conclusions and future research issues 
are discussed in Sec. 5. 

2. Detail-Based Video Synopsis Technique  

2.1 Video Synopsis 
Unlike the conventional method of video abstraction, the 

spatial and temporal relationship of objects in synopsis 
video will be changed compared with that in original video 
in order to obtain higher compressive video abstraction. It 
can display objects appearing in different periods of 
original video simultaneously in order to eliminate the 
spatial-temporal redundancy of original video. [9] 
proposed the object-based synopsis method considering the 
characteristic of surveillance video. First, it extracts the 
object from original video to obtain all object tubes (the 3D 
space-time representation of each object), and then 
formulates an energy function composed of activity cost 

, occlusion cost  and length cost  as below:  
                 (1) 

 
B:  object queue storing the object tubes. 
M: mapping relationship indicating the time shift of 

tubes in B into the synopsis. 
The final synopsis video can be obtained by optimizing 

the energy function (1), namely changing the mapping 
relationship M among objects and selecting appropriate 

segments of moving object tubes from B. 
  Afterwards, Y.Pritch et al. constructed a framework of 

webcam video synopsis [10], which stores the extracted 
object tubes into a database, and then obtained the synopsis 
video according to user’s queries. The energy function is 
given by: 

     (2) 

 
Where  and  represent two object tubes in original video 
and and are tubes mapped into video synopsis.  is 
activity cost, penalizing  for the lose of object tubes. 

 is time consistency cost, preserving the chr-
onological order of objects.  is collision cost, 
measuring the spatial-temporal pixel overlaps among 
objects.  is tube-background consistency cost, 
measuring the cost of stitching objects to the time-lapsed 
background. α and β are two parameters set by the user 
according to their relative importance for a particular 
query. Finally, the energy function is minimized by using 
simulated annealing algorithm to obtain the ultimate 
synopsis video. 

Moreover, Y.Pritch et al. proposed a synopsis generation 
method combined with clustering algorithm [16]. First, 
objects are clustered according to their similarities mea-
sured by appearance distance and motion distance. Then 
objects in one cluster are packed together as a package. 
Finally, Y.Pritch et al. used packing cost to determine the 
assignment of objects’ displaying time. 

Although such methods make video synopsis more 
convenient to browse by changing spatial-temporal rela-
tionship among different objects, the methods will have a 
negative impact on subjective effect if the object tubes are 
divided into several segments. Moreover, none of them 
tends to highlight important contents in surveillance video.   

2.2 The Proposed Detail-Based Video Synopsis  
As stated in Sec.2.1, the synopsis methods can obtain 

synopsis video with higher condensation by changing 
spatial-temporal relationship among moving objects. 
However, once the synopsis video length is pre-determined, 
stroboscopic and segments loss may occur to moving 
objects. It is predictable that too much segmentation may 
have a significant effect on comprehensibility of synopsis 
video. Visual comparisons will be presented in Sec. 4.  

Aiming at solving such problems, we propose a 
Detail-based video synopsis approach upon the necessity of 
discriminating the importance of object segments so that 
the viewer can catch the important contents in synopsis 
video. In our method, a new concept “Detail” is introduced, 
which is defined as object segment with remarkable 
changes or is worthy of being reserved to the synopsis.  In 
order to achieve a relatively higher condensation we tend to 
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preserve Details and discard non-Details in videos. By 
Detail-based segments discarding at unequal interval, 
Details of objects such as moving in, moving out, etc. and 
non-Details could be mapped to the synopsis video selec-
tively in order to achieve the balance of video length and 
comprehensibility of synopsis video. Given a surveillance 
video and a desired length of synopsis video, three steps we 
design for synopsis are: (1) extract object tubes and store 
them into database; (2) determine the Details for every 
object; (3) optimize the revised energy function to deter-
mine that whether the object segments should be discarded 
and that whether the mapping relationship should be altered. 
All these steps will be elaborated in Sec.2.3. After these 
steps, we can obtain a more fluent and comprehensive 
synopsis video than that generated by conventional 
algorithm. Fig.1 explains our method intuitively. 

                                    
(a)                          (b)                      (c) 

Figure 1. Object tubes are represented by two curves in green and 
blue color. Details are described by the thick line and non-Details 
are described by the thin line: (a) original video with intersection 
indicated by purple dotted; (b) synopsis video using conventional 
method; (c) synopsis video using our method. 

2.3 Detail-based Synopsis Generation 
We use the method in [17] to model the surveillance 

video background, and then extract object tubes in original 
video. In order to explain our algorithm explicitly, we adopt 
the definitions described in [10]. Every tube can be denoted 
as a temporal duration  and stored in the database.  

After we obtain database of moving objects, we define 
the detail segments for every object. Specifically, two 
criteria are used for Detail determination: one is Detail 
determination by action (or shape) change; the other is 
Detail determination by rule breaking. 

1) Object Details by Action Change: Action changes, 
such as objects’ entering in and exiting out of the camera’s 
scope, or intersection of objects, can be regarded as 
remarkable changes for the criterion. Object time intervals 
in these situations should be highlighted as Details. We 
introduce the method in [18] to determine the Details for 
each object tube, but the difference is that the key-frames 
we define are extracted from every object tube rather than 
the input video, and then expand object key-frames to 
object segments, namely Details. Specifically, if the shape 
distance  between object k appeared in 
the last defined key-frame and object k appeared in current 
frame is greater than a pre-determined threshold, then we 
define the current frame as key-frame. Afterwards, the 
object key frames are expanded to segments whose 

temporal durations are the window size . 
2) Object Details by Rule Breaking: By using object 

classification and trajectory clustering, or some artificial 
means, we obtain the rules for video scenes. Object seg-
ments violating the rules can be considered as Details. For 
example, in the surveillance video of a lane, a pedestrian’s 
walking across the street would be considered as rule 
breaking, and we count this video segment as Details. The 
method in [19] is employed to classify objects into vehicles 
and pedestrians and extract trajectory parameters for 
objects to construct their motion patterns using GMM, then 
cluster motion patterns into several clusters.  Following the 
scheme, we obtain the distributions of clusters, which are 
defined as rules in our paper. When an object or an object 
segment does not fit the distribution of scene model, we 
consider it as Details which violate the rules. In our paper, 
we define a function  to calculate the distance to the 
cluster centers of trajectories to measure the rules violation 
degree for each object. If the value exceeds the threshold, 
we use Algorithm 1 to define Details as 1 and non-Details 
as -1 for every object. 
 
Algorithm 1: Obtain the key segments of objects 
Input: , the number of object tubes. 
Data: , temporal duration of 
object tubes; , window size; , frame threshold. 
Output: , determining Details and non-Details.  
for  do 

, ; 
, ; ; 

for  do 
         ; 

       if  or  
and  then 

, ; ; 
       end 

end 
end 

 
After determining the Details and non-Details of moving 

objects, we introduce Detail loss cost (3) and non-Detail 
loss cost (4) to calculate the information loss of moving 
objects in synopsis video: 

           (3)        

   (4)   

 
Where ,  are Detailed intervals of moving object , 

 in original video and synopsis video respectively. 
 and  are characteristic functions repre-

senting  appearance of object tubes ,  in original video and 
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synopsis video respectively.  
Following the traditional method, we also introduce 

concepts of collision cost and time consistency cost. 
Finally, the energy function we formulate including Detail 
loss cost, non-Detail loss cost, collision cost and time 
consistency cost is:  

     (5) 

 
Where ,  are set to adjust the importance ratio between 

 and . Weight  is set to adjust the relatively 
importance of Details. The higher the value of  is, the 
more important the Details are. When , the function 
is simplified to the traditional optimizing problem without 
taking the difference between Details and non-Details into 
account. 

Before optimizing the energy function, if the temporal 
duration of object tube is longer than the pre-determined 
temporal duration of video synopsis, we should discard 
object frames in object tube to decrease the size of it. 
Assume the discarding ratio is , which means discarding 
one frame every  frame in object tube with time interval 

. Then Details of  time interval in object tube are 
discarded with ratio  while non-Details of  time 
interval with ratio . The time interval  after 
segments discarding is:  

                 (6) 
 

After formulating energy function (5), we apply 
Simulated Annealing algorithm used in [9] to minimize the 
energy function to obtain synopsis video. The initial state is 
determined by pre-process of moving object tubes 
according to function (6), and the start playing time of all 
object tubes is shifted to the beginning of synopsis video. 
Then the following states can be obtained by object frame 
discarding, object frame interpolation and time shifting of 
moving object tubes, and finally we obtain the synopsis 
video. 

In our experiments, we assume the moving object as 
non-Details if it is smaller than the pre-determined size or 
out of the expected region. 

3. Storing and Browsing of Synopsis Video 
Based on Object Flags 

As Sec.2 described, synopsis video is generated by 
assigning start playing time for object tubes. In other words, 
synopsis video can be represented by object tubes and their 
mappings. Due to the lack of adaptive method for the 
storing and browsing of synopsis video, the previous 
method can only store and browse the synopsis video 
independently from the original video, which is 
low-efficient and not flexible enough. Therefore, we design 
a set of object flags to realize the storing of video synopsis 

rather than coding synopsis video itself directly. Object 
flags are composed of object region flags and object 
mapping flags which will be explained in Sec.3.1.  After we 
combine the bitstreams of original video and object flags 
for synopsis, we can achieve the efficient storing and 
scalable browsing of synopsis video. Fig.2 shows the 
framework in detail. 

 
Figure 2. Storing and scalable browsing framework based on 
object flags. 

3.1. Object Flags 
The object flags we design play an important role in the 

generation of synopsis video. They are elaborated as 
follows: 

1) Object region flags: First we extract object mask to 
describe object activity region in video analysis module and 
bound activity region with a rectangle. Then the rectangle 
and the mask information are combined with macroblock 
partition information for the object flag coding;  

2) Object mapping flags: In Sec.2, we obtain the synopsis 
video and mapping relationship , where  is the frame 
ID of original video and  is the object ID in frame . 

 is the mapped frame ID of synopsis video when this 
object tube in current frame is mapped. And  is equal 
to -1 when it is not mapped. 
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0 Ø 0 Ø
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1 1 1 1
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Figure 3. Flag bits based on masks of object and macroblock 
partition information: (a) frame in original video, (b) Mask, (c) 
Macroblock partition with a rectangle, (d) ROI to be extracted, (e) 
Marking based on Quad-tree, (f) Obtained ROI. 
 

In this paper, a typical method for region-of-interest 
(ROI) marking and coding based on Quadtree [20] is 
utilized. We first mark the ROI with a rectangle from video 
analysis module, and then divide it into subblocks based on 
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the macroblock partitions from video coding module and 
finally mark these subblocks based on the masks from 
video analysis module. 

We combine the region flags and the mapping flags 
obtained from video synopsis module between original 
video and synopsis video together at the encoder to get one 
group of object flags, and then write the sets of flags (See 
Fig. 3) to the scalability extension parameter sets of 
H.264/AVC bitstreams of original video using lossless 
coding method [21]. 

3.2. Scalable Reconstruction for Synopsis Video 
After writed into bitstreams, object region flags and 

object mapping flags can be regained at the decoder. With 
these flags and original video from decoder, we can not 
only reconstruct the synopsis video shortly, but also realize 
scalable synopsis browsing. A simplified scalable recon-
struction procedure with the two-layer mapping structure is 
shown in Fig.4:  

 
Figure 4. The reconstruction diagram of synopsis video 
 

The terms for reconstruction are defined as follows: 
Assume there are  frames in original video; the 

number of objects in frame  of original video is denoted as 
, . Assume there are  frames in 

synopsis video, the number of objects in frame  of 
synopsis video is denoted as , . 
Assume the total number of  objects extracted from original 
video is ,  denotes the  time interval of 
object  in original video, while  denotes the 
time interval of object  in synopsis video, , 
object  in -th frame of original video is denoted as 

, . 
The mapping function in Sec.3.1 can be expressed as 

below:        

                     (7) 

 
 

Obviously, the relationship between the sum of object 
regions in video synopsis and that in original video should 
be: 

                             (8) 

Because some object segments in original video are not 

mapped to the synopsis video, the relationship between the 
size of time intervals of object tubes in original video and 
that in synopsis video should be concluded as:  

                          (9) 
Afterwards, by expanding two-layer to multi-layer 

mapping structure, we put forward the scalable recon-
struction method. This method readjusts the mapping 
relationship of moving objects and reconstructs synopsis 
video with different lengths, different condensation and 
different Detail fidelities in a scalable way.  Users can set 
the scalable level  to reconstruct a favorable synopsis 
video. If , the synopsis video will be reconstructed 
with initial mapping relationship . 

We define  as the mapping relationship updated 
by scalable level  for moving object . The relationship 
can be expressed as below: 

    (10) 

 
 In our mapping procedure, we set a criterion:  

. If  violates the criterion, mapping 
function (10) will not be used. Instead, we adjust the 
mappings as follows: 

If , we call it mapping cross-border. Then 
we define  as the frame ID of original video of 
the moving object k, namely . For we have 
discarded some frames in object tubes, the above 
constraint leads to inconsecutive mapping frame ID of 
objects in synopsis video. In such case, the 
inconsecutive object segment whose mapping ID is -1 
will be set equal to the frame ID in original video. The 
following algorithm describes the procedure. 
 
Algorithm 2: Update the Mapping Relationship 
Input: , scalable level for synopsis video reconstruction. 
Data: , initial mapping relationship with scalable level 0.      
Data:  , local variable. 
Output: , new mapping relationship with scalable level 

. 
for  do 

for  do 
if  then 

               ; 
               if    then  ; 
               end 

end 
end 
for  do 
     ;  
end 

end 
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When users change scalable level , all moving objects 
in frame  of synopsis video can be achieved using  and 
corresponding object region flags. The number of objects in 
frame  of synopsis video should be equal to the sum of 
moving objects mapped to the synopsis frame:  

                      (11) 
Moreover, in order for better browsing, we set the object 

whose ID  is the least in frame  of earlier synopsis as a 
spatial reference to achieve fluent switching from the 
earlier synopsis video to the new one. Therefore, there is no 
appearance change for the object  between the 
previous and current synopsis video. The algorithms are as 
follows: 

 
Algorithm 3: Find the Minimum Object ID  
Inputs: , current frame; , current scalable level. 
Data: , current mapping relationship;  
Output: , the least object ID in frame ; , the 
frame ID  of original video  where the -th object in 
frame   appear. 
for  do     

for  do 
         if  then 
              ; ; break; 
         end 

end 
if  then 

break; 
      end 
end 
 
Algorithm 4: Determine frame ID to Jump for Switching 
Inputs: ,  . 
Data: , current mapping function.  
Output: , frame ID to jump for switching. 

; 
while  do  

; 
end 

; 

4. Experimental Results and Analyses 
In this section, we employ three video sequences to 

evaluate the subjective and objective performance of our 
algorithm, including the MPEG-4 test sequence “Hall 
Monitor” [22], the sequence “Daytime” [23] from AVS 
work group and the sequence named “Fbuilding” we cap-
tured using Matlab2009 Image Acquisition toolbox under 
Microsoft Windows Operation System. We capture lossless 
BMP images of 25 frames per second using “Logitech 
C905” USB webcam. Afterwards, we transform the BMP 
images captured into video sequences in YUV format.  

TABLE I.  SEQUENCES’ PARAMETERS (ANCHOR1:RESTRICTED LENGTH; 
ANCHOR2:UNRESTRICTED LENGTH) 

Sequence Resolution FPS 
Frame number 

Original  Anchor1 Anchor2 Pro 

Seq-1： 

Fbuilding 
352*288 25  1000 100 300 100 

Seq-2： 

Hall Monitor 
352*288 25  300 100 275 100 

Seq-3： 

Daytime 
320*240 25  1000 100 273 100 

 

 
 

Figure 5. The first column are frames from three original videos; 
the second are frames from three synopsis videos generated with 
restricted length; the third are frames from three synopsis videos 
generated with unrestricted length; the last are frames from three 
synopsis videos generated by our algorithm. 

4.1. Detail-based Video Synopsis Experiments 
In this experiment, three kinds of synopsis videos are 

generated, two of which are from anchor algorithm [10] 
under two different conditions: 1) synopsis generation with 
restricted length (anchor1); 2) synopsis generation with 
unrestricted length (anchor2). The third kind is from our 
algorithm. All of these experimental parameters are shown 
in Table I. 

In anchor1, many objects are separated into segments, 
and these segments may appear simultaneously in the video 
synopsis. In anchor2, the length of synopsis videos is two 
or more times longer than that of synopsis videos from 
anchor1 in spite of little segmentation and stroboscopic, 
whereas in our algorithm, synopsis videos have the same 
length with the synopsis videos from anchor1, and their 
visual effects are as good as those from anchor2 in terms of 
the stroboscopic effect. Segments in our synopsis video, 
such as objects’ in-breaking in sequence Daytime, dropping 
package in sequence Hall and the collision between objects 
in sequence Fbuilding, are slow played while others are fast 
forward (See Fig.5). 
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In anchor algorithm, the importance of Details and 
non-Details are not discriminated. But in our framework, 
the method not only eliminates the redundancies in videos 
but also keeps the integrity of synopsis videos. Above all, 
Details in videos are highlighted to facilitate users to catch 
valuable information in a short time. 

4.2. Storing and Scalable Browsing  
Based on the method we introduced in Sec.3, we develop 

a scalable browsing system for surveillance video based on 
the JM12.4 platform [24]. We call the new codec JM12.4-S 
in the following part. We make comparisons on the storage 
space and objective quality between videos coded using 
original JM12.4 platform and those coded using JM12.4-S 
to evaluate our system’s performance. In our experiment: 
test sequences are both of the IPPP coding scheme and 
CABAC coding mode; original video is coded using both 
JM12.4 and JM12.4-S; Detail-based synopsis video is 
coded using JM12.4 directly, while we code the object flags 
which can represent synopsis video in JM12.4-S; the frame 
numbers of all videos coded are described in Table I. Three 
different quantitative parameters (QP) corresponding to 
three different definition are applied to test the performance 
of our new method. 

From the experimental results in Table II, the same ch-
ange trends on size and PSNR towards different QPs could 
be observed. When original video is coded using JM12.4-S, 
object flags are not coded into the scalability extension of 
H.264/AVC bitstreams [21], which leads to the same 
storage space and objective quality with those of JM12.4. 
When synopsis video is coded, a complete video needs to 
be coded using JM12.4. Compared with the average 
30.18% increase in storage space, only an increase of 2.25 
% is presented in JM12.4-S based on object flags coding 
method. Therefore, the system can realize high efficient 
storage of synopsis video based on object flags by adding 
them into bitstreams. Because the macroblock partition 
varies with the different QPs for coding, the spaces for flags 
would fluctuate within a small range with the changes of 
QPs. 

As for objective quality, the synopsis video coded with 
JM12.4 is superior to that with JM12.4-S for consistency 
between background and object tubes whose regions are 
represented by the quadtree structures at the decoder. 
However, the synopsis video itself is a visual data which 
helps users fast browse and retrieve surveillance video. 
Therefore, the decrease in objective quality does not 
damage the advantage of synopsis video that much. 
Meanwhile, with the object flags, JM12.4-S achieves 
scalable display of synopsis video while JM12.4 does not. 

 

      
(a)                         (b)                            (c ) 

Figure 6. Browsing reconstructed synopsis video of sequence 
Fbuilding with three scales :( a) 10; (b) 30; (c) 50. 
 

User interface of scalable browser is shown in Fig.6. 
Users can set the scalable level  to adjust the mapping 
condensation and the Detail fidelity rate of moving objects 
to realize scalable browsing. 

4.3. Computational Complexity 
The main computational complexity for this new scheme 

is distributed in video synopsis analysis, and video synopsis 
is computed through a large amount of iterations. For the 
encoder, given the video synopsis introduced in Sec.2, the 
complexity is increased by about 75% through observation 
of encoding time. For the decoder, there is little additional 
increase in computational complexity owing to the original 
video decoded in the cache for synopsis video generation. 

5. Conclusion 
In this paper, a novel framework for efficient storing and 

scalable browsing of surveillance video is presented and 
discussed. We propose a Detail-based video synopsis 
method to achieve essential object flags and present high 
condensational synopsis video with Details we defined. 
Meanwhile, we put forward a scheme for efficient storing 
and scalable browsing of synopsis video based on object 
flags, which can display original video and synopsis videos 
in a scalable way. This technology enjoys a promising 
surveillance oriented application especially in video search 
and retrieval. To adapt to various requirements and 
application environments, cloud computing for video 
synopsis may be useful and acceptable to accelerate our 
system in the future. 
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TABLE II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON  STORING SURVEILLANCE VIDEO  (PSNR: db, SIZE: bit) 

Seqs QP 

JM12.4   JM12.4-S    

Original Video Synopsis Video 
Increase 

in 

storage 

cost 

Original Video Synopsis Video 
Increase 

in 

storage 

cost 
Size PSNR Size PSNR Size PSNR Size PSNR 

Seq-1 

20 6647184 41.57 1607544 43.30 24.18% 6647184 41.57 36423 41.02 0.54795%

30 1823688 33.95 711056 34.27 38.99% 1823688 33.95 35631 33.45 1.95379%

40 550744 26.60 217912 26.66 39.57% 550744 26.60 33907 26.52 6.15658%

Seq-2 

20 20565104 43.15 3311344 43.28 16.10% 20565104 43.15 20704 42.50 0.10068%

30 1501072 36.90 617848 36.93 41.16% 1501072 36.90 15165  36.10 1.01028%

40 313824 30.33 166008 30.44 52.90% 313824 30.33 13401 30.02 4.27023%

Seq-3 

20 30600312 42.11 1791904 43.24 5.86% 30600312 42.11 33241 39.24 0.10863%

30 3021256 33.73 647752 34.24 21.44% 3021256 33.73 31893 32.69 1.05562%

40 600280 27.08 188440 27.31 31.39% 600280 27.08 30130 26.50 5.01932%
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